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2019 AERA Annual Meeting Sponsors

AERA would like to extend special thanks to the following sponsors for their contributions to the 2019 Annual Meeting:

**PLATINUM SPONSOR**

AIR®
AMERICAN INSTITUTES FOR RESEARCH®

**GOLD SPONSOR**

SAGE Publishing

**BRONZE SPONSORS**

AccessLex INSTITUTE®
RAND
American Educator Panels

Knight Commission
On Intercollegiate Athletics

COLLEGE OF EDUCATION
RESEARCH AND EVALUATION EXECUTIVE SEARCH

INSIGHT EXECUTIVE SEARCH RECRUITS RESEARCH AND EVALUATION PROFESSIONALS FOR THE NATION’S LEADING EDUCATION ORGANIZATIONS

AREAS OF EDUCATION RECRUITMENT FOCUS:

- EDUCATION POLICY
- K-16 EDUCATION
- MEASUREMENT AND TESTING
- EARLY CHILDHOOD
- PSYCHOMETRICS
- EDUCATION FINANCE
- SOCIAL AND EMOTIONAL LEARNING (SEL)
- EDUCATION TECHNOLOGY
- CAREER AND TECHNICAL EDUCATION
- SCIENCE, TECHNOLOGY, ENGINEERING AND MATHEMATICS (STEM)

THE NATION’S LEADING ORGANIZATIONS TRUST INSIGHT EXECUTIVE SEARCH TO SECURE THEIR RESEARCH LEADERS.

To learn more about our services please contact Ari Ayares, Vice President.
Phone: 949-271-2526 • Email: ari.ayares@insightexecutivesearch.com
www.insightexecutivesearch.com
The American Educator Panels

Conducting a survey of educators? RAND can help.

The American Teacher Panel
Nationally representative sample of over 25,000 teachers
State-representative samples for 25 states

The American School Leader Panel
Nationally representative sample of over 5000 principals

To learn about using the RAND American Educator Panels for your research or to view recent research findings, visit www.rand.org/aep or contact us at aep@rand.org.

AERA SIG: Research in Reading and Literacy
Distinguished Scholar Address

Marlene Scardamalia and Carl Bereiter
University of Toronto
Institute for Knowledge Innovation and Technology

“Knowledge Building: Reading and Writing in Design Mode”

Monday, April 8, 2019, 10:25 AM – 11:55 AM
Metro Toronto Convention Centre, 200 Level, Room 205C

Coordinated Research Site Visit: Jackman Institute of Child Study Laboratory School
56 Spadina Road, Toronto, Ontario, Canada
Monday, April 8, 2019, 1:00 PM – 5:00 PM

AERA Conference Badge required for admission. Bus transportation provided to and from the Jackman Institute of Child Study Laboratory School and Metro Toronto Convention Centre.

1:00-1:45 Jackman Institute of Child Study (JICS): Why Knowledge Building?
Richard Massina, Principal
Knowledge Building: What’s Distinctive/What to Look For
Carl Bereiter and Marlene Scardamalia

2:00-3:00 Visit JICS Classrooms

2:00-3:30 Poster Sessions: Innovators from Worldwide Knowledge Building Innovation Network

3:30-4:00 K-12 Student Panel

4:00-4:30 Leadership for Knowledge Building Innovation in Ontario and Singapore

4:30-5:00 Discussion with Researchers, Administrators, Teachers and Policy Makers

5:00 Bus returns to Metro Toronto Convention Centre
SAGE is proud to publish the journals of AERA

Visit the SAGE booth to see our latest texts, journals, and digital resources

Data Science, Big Data Analytics, and Digital Methods

Modern technology has introduced vast amounts of data that can be used to find answers to unlimited intellectual queries, and the ability to analyze data is an increasingly important skill across academic disciplines and the corporate world. This new collection of approximately 120 hours of video covers data science methods, issues and challenges surrounding big data research, and examples and applications of computational social science research (also called social data science).

sagepub.com/data-science-video
MAKE AN IMPACT
BEYOND ACADEMIA
Influence educators, practitioners and policymakers by publishing in one of our high-quality open access journals, from Routledge and Cogent OA.

VISIT THE ROUTLEDGE BOOTH 318-325

New Books
ROUTLEDGE EDUCATION

IDEOLOGY AND CURRICULUM
FOURTH EDITION
Michael W. Apple

HANDBOOK OF RESPONSE TO INTERVENTION AND MULTI-TIERED SYSTEMS OF SUPPORT
EDITED BY PAUL C. POLLEN
MICHAEL J. MONNERT

PROFESSIONAL COLLABORATION WITH PURPOSE
TEACHER LEARNING TOWARDS EQUITABLE AND EXCELLENT SCHOOLS
Ambera Burke and Reva Pan

HIGH LEVERAGE PRACTICES
for Inclusive Classrooms
EDITED BY James McLeroy Lawrence Mahoney Bonnie Billingsley Mary T. Brownell Timothy J. Lewis

INTERNATIONAL HANDBOOK OF HOLISTIC EDUCATION
EDITED BY JOHNNY MILLER KELLER
JANETTE T. NAKA
DENISE LEWIS
BRENNAN SIMMONS
JAY G. GORDON

Teacher Evaluation as Cultural Practice
A Framework for Equity and Excellence
EDITED BYatoesh Sari and K. L. L. L. L.

AMERICAN EDUCATION
A HISTORY
SIXTH EDITION
JOEL SPRING

Global Impacts of the Western School Model
CORPORATIZATION, AETION, CONSUMERSM

VISIBLE LEARNING FEEDBACK
JOHN HATTIE and SHIRLEY CLARKE

INTERNATIONAL HANDBOOK OF THE LEARNING SCIENCES
EDITED BY Frank Fischer Cindy E. Hirsch-Sherer Sukin E. Goldman Peter Benzmüller

THE POLITICS OF EDUCATION POLICY IN AN ERA OF INEQUALITY
Routledge for Democratic Schooling

Get
20% OFF
+ FREE GLOBAL SHIPPING

For updates on newest books, events, and our authors, follow us @RoutledgeEd

www.routledge.com/AERA
MAKE AN IMPACT BEYOND ACADEMIA

Influence educators, practitioners and policymakers by publishing in one of our high-quality open access journals, from Routledge and Cogent OA.
Radically transformed
Community-engaged

“[A] bold vision for democratically minded academics concerned about our nation’s future....The book represents a seminal scholarly contribution to the modern-day community engagement movement as the most comprehensive account to date of the philosophical ideas that ground it.”

—Journal of Higher Education and Outreach

Wherever books are sold
• tupress.temple.edu •

University of Maryland
Alumni & Friends Reception
SATURDAY, APRIL 6
6:30-8:30 PM
Westin Harbour Castle.
Regatta Room (Lobby Level)

CALL FOR SUBMISSIONS: EXTENDED DEADLINE
WERA FOCAL MEETING
A Tenth Year Anniversary
5-8 August 2019
The University of Tokyo, Japan
Extended Deadline for Submissions:
April 25, 2019; 23:59 Tokyo Time (GMT +9)

The World Education Research Association (WERA) invites submissions for papers, symposia, and posters for the WERA Focal Meeting to be held in Tokyo, Japan from 5 to 8 August, 2019. WERA is an association of major national, regional, and specialty education research associations dedicated to sharing scholarship, developing networks, and mutually supporting capacity building. The WERA 2019 Focal Meeting is an integral part of the annual conference of the Japanese Educational Research Association (JERA) and consists of a program of paper, symposia, and poster sessions on topics of world-wide emphases and significance. WERA Focal Meetings are embedded in the conference of a WERA member association.

Founded in 2009, WERA is celebrating its tenth anniversary at the Focal Meeting in Tokyo. Papers and session submissions are encouraged that aim to synthesize knowledge worldwide over the last decade and anticipate future research trends and directions. Scholarly papers and symposia with that goal in mind will be featured at the 2019 meeting.

Submission guidelines and additional information about the Focal Meeting are available at weraonline.org.
Blended Learning in Practice
A Guide for Practitioners and Researchers
edited by Amanda G. Madden, Lauren Marguleas, Robert S. Kadel, and Ashok K. Goel
foreword by Richard A. DeMillo
A guide to both theory and practice of blended learning offering rigorous research, case studies, and methods for the assessment of educational effectiveness.
$55.00 | £43.00 | cloth

An Inclusive Academy
Achieving Diversity and Excellence
Abigail J. Stewart and Virginia Valian
How colleges and universities can live up to their ideals of diversity, and why inclusivity and excellence go hand in hand.
$29.95 | £24.00 | cloth

Safe Spaces, Brave Spaces
Diversity and Free Expression in Education
John Palfrey
foreword by Alberto Ibargüen
How the essential democratic values of diversity and free expression can coexist on campus.
$19.95 | £14.99 | cloth

Inventive Minds
Marvin Minsky on Education
Marvin Minsky
foreword by Cynthia Solomon and Xiao Xiao
Illustrated by Xiao Xiao
Six essays by artificial intelligence pioneer Marvin Minsky on how education can foster inventiveness, paired with commentary by Minsky’s former colleagues and students.
$32.00 | £25.00 | cloth

Resonant Games
Design Principles for Learning Games that Connect Hearts, Minds, and the Everyday
Eric Klopfer, Jason Haas, Scot Osterweil, and Louisa Rosenheck
foreword by Colleen Macklin
Principles for designing educational games that integrate content and play and create learning experiences connecting to many areas of learners’ lives.
$40.00 | £30.00 | cloth

Robot-Proof
Higher Education in the Age of Artificial Intelligence
Joseph E. Aoun
How to educate the next generation of college students to invent, to create, and to discover — filling needs that even the most sophisticated robot cannot.
$17.95 | £13.99 | paper

Lifelong Kindergarten
Cultivating Creativity through Projects, Passion, Peers, and Play
Mitchel Resnick
foreword by Sir Ken Robinson
How lessons from kindergarten can help everyone develop the creative thinking skills needed to thrive in today’s society.
$24.95 | £19.95 | cloth

School Choice
David R. Garcia
An accessible guide to the major issues and arguments surrounding school choice.
$15.95 | £11.95 | paper

Use discount code MITAERA19 for the next 30 days and receive a 30% discount on all books.
The Standards for Educational and Psychological Testing

Now available in Spanish at the AERA Exhibit Booth

Visit the AERA Exhibit Booth to browse other AERA books, journals, and publications; to meet staff; and to pick up an exhibit hall prize card!

TRIENNIAL TRAVESTIES 2019: CELEBRATING 50 YEARS!

47.017. Sunday, April 7, 11:50 a.m. to 1:20 p.m.
Metro Toronto Convention Centre, 100 Level
John W.H. Bassett Theater - Room 102

An AERA conference highlight since 1969, the Triennial Travesties presents its 50th anniversary edition. Featuring music, stand-up comedy, satire, interpretive dance, propensity score matching, and other comedic forms, the Travesties is the single-best opportunity for AERA members to kick back, relax, and take a break from conference responsibilities as the presenters poke good-natured fun at education research and researchers.

WHERE THE MONEY COMES FROM AND WHERE THE MONEY GOES IN COLLEGE SPORTS

The CAFI Database provides unprecedented access to athletics revenues, expenses, and debt at more than 220 NCAA Division I public institutions.

The Standards for Educational and Psychological Testing

Now available in Spanish at the AERA Exhibit Booth

Visit the AERA Exhibit Booth to browse other AERA books, journals, and publications; to meet staff; and to pick up an exhibit hall prize card!

TRIENNIAL TRAVESTIES 2019: CELEBRATING 50 YEARS!

47.017. Sunday, April 7, 11:50 a.m. to 1:20 p.m.
Metro Toronto Convention Centre, 100 Level
John W.H. Bassett Theater - Room 102

An AERA conference highlight since 1969, the Triennial Travesties presents its 50th anniversary edition. Featuring music, stand-up comedy, satire, interpretive dance, propensity score matching, and other comedic forms, the Travesties is the single-best opportunity for AERA members to kick back, relax, and take a break from conference responsibilities as the presenters poke good-natured fun at education research and researchers.
NYU Press is proud to announce the launch of OPEN SQUARE, an open access portal, featuring a user-friendly, feature-rich reading platform. OPEN SQUARE supports audio and video.

Explore titles like these...

Visit often to discover new titles!

opensquare.nyupress.org

*Connected Youth and Digital Futures series supported by the MacArthur Foundation
NYU Press is proud to announce the launch of OPEN SQUARE, an open access portal, featuring a user-friendly, feature-rich reading platform. Visit often to discover new titles!

opensquare.nyupress.org

* Connected Youth and Digital Futures series supported by the MacAuthur Foundation

Explore titles like these...

- There Has to Be a Better Way: Lessons from Former Urban Teachers by Lynnette Mawhinney and Carol R. Rinke (paper $27.95)
- There Has to Be a Better Way: Lessons from Former Urban Teachers by Lynnette Mawhinney and Carol R. Rinke (cloth $69.95)
- Reformed American Dreams: Welfare Mothers, Higher Education, and Activism by Sheila M. Katz (paper $28.95)
- Potential on the Periphery: College Access from the Ground Up by Omari Scott Simmons (paper $29.95)
- Intersectionality and Higher Education: Identity and Inequality on College Campuses by W. Carson Byrd, Rachelle J. Brunn-Bevel, and Sarah M. Ovink (paper $34.95)
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Visit us at booth #609
Offering a 20% (pb) & 40% (hc) discount with free shipping to the contiguous U.S. for orders placed at the conference.

Brokering Tareas
Mexican Immigrant Families
Translanguaging Homework Literacies
Steven Alvarez

Trans People in Higher Education
Genny Beemyn, editor

Shared Governance in Higher Education,
Volume 2
New Paradigms, Evolving Perspectives
Sharon F. Cramer, editor

United University Professions
Pioneering in Higher Education
Education Unionism
Nuala McGann Drescher, William E. Scheuerman, and Ivan D. Steen
Available June 2019

Black Women and Social Justice Education
Legacies and Lessons
Stephanie Y. Evans, Andrea D. Domingue, and Tania D. Mitchell, editors

Black Women’s Mental Health
Balancing Strength and Vulnerability
Stephanie Y. Evans, Kanika Bell, and Nsenga K. Burton, editors
Foreword by Linda Goler Blount

Childhood beyond Pathology
A Psychoanalytic Study of Development and Diagnosis
Lisa Farley

www.sunypress.edu

Announcing a New Series

SUNY series, Critical Race Studies in Education, edited by Derrick R. Brooms, author of Being Black, Being Male on Campus

Catalyzing the Field
Second-Person Approaches to Contemplative Learning and Inquiry
Olen Gunnlaugsson, Charles Scott, Heesoon Bai, and Edward W. Sarath, editors

Confucianism Reconsidered
Insights for American and Chinese Education in the Twenty-First Century
Xiufeng Liu and Wen Ma, editors

US Latinization
Education and the New Latino South
Spencer Salas and Pedro R. Portes, editors

The Room Is on Fire
The History, Pedagogy, and Practice of Youth Spoken Word Poetry
Susan Weinstein
New Books on Display
BOOTH 608–612

Meet the Authors / Pick up a Booksigning Schedule

20% Conference Discount: Booths 608–612

INTRODUCING A NEW SERIES
SCHOOL: QUESTIONS
Concise books focused on the most urgent topics for today’s teachers.
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The best education research has real impact in our schools.

The Johns Hopkins School of Education celebrates the American Educational Research Association and the important work of America's education research leaders, including our own distinguished faculty presenters.

Yolanda Abel  
Sara Katherine Allman  
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Gavin Latham  
Richard Lofton  
Doug MacIver  
Eric Mayes  
Jonathan Plucker  
Eric Rice  
Steven Ross  
Steven Sheldon  
Robert Slavin  
Marc Stein  
Toni Ungaretti  
Betsy Wolf

education.jhu.edu
The Johns Hopkins School of Education celebrates the American Educational Research Association and the important work of America’s education research leaders, including our own distinguished faculty presenters.
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Available in the Exhibit Hall and Featured in Two Sessions.

Now Available in Spanish!

Standards for Educational and Psychological Testing (2014 edition)

The Standards for Educational and Psychological Testing represents the gold standard in guidance on testing in the United States and in many other countries. The Standards is a product of the American Educational Research Association, the American Psychological Association, and the National Council on Measurement in Education, and has been published collaboratively by the three organizations since 1966.

July 2014, 240 pages

Toronto Sessions Featuring the Standards:

15.012. Standards for Educational and Psychological Testing, Teachers, and Classroom Assessment: Where’s the Fit?
Friday, April 5, 12:00 p.m.–1:30 p.m.
Metro Toronto Convention Centre, 100 Level, Room 104D
Chair: Joan L. Herman, University of California, Los Angeles
Participants: Alicia C. Alonzo, Michigan State University; Tonya R. Moon, University of Virginia; Kristen Huff, Curriculum Associates; Dale Whittington, Retired; E. Caroline Wylie, ETS

47.015. Leveraging the Test Standards to Improve Research Validity
Sunday, April 7, 11:50 a.m.–1:20 p.m.
Metro Toronto Convention Centre, 200 Level, Room 206B
Chair: Frank C. Worrell, University of California - Berkeley
Participants: Joan Herman, University of California Los Angeles/CRESST; Linda L. Cook, Educational Testing Service
Discussants: Michael T. Kane, ETS; Francesca Lopez, The University of Arizona; Derek C Briggs, University of Colorado Boulder; Steve Graham, Arizona State University
The Journals of the **American Educational Research Association**

*Influential • Essential • Fundamental*

AERA members receive
Educational Researcher and one other journal of their choice, in print and online, as a benefit of membership.
Congratulations to the AERA 2019 Fellows

AERA extends its congratulations to the 2019 class of AERA Fellows. These Fellows will be inducted into the AERA Fellows Program on Saturday, April 6, 8:15–10:00 a.m., at the AERA Fellows Invitation-Only Breakfast in the Metro Toronto Convention Centre, Room 105. The AERA Fellows Program was established by the AERA Council in 2007 “to honor education researchers with substantial research accomplishments, to convey the Association’s commitment to excellence in research, and to enable the next generation of emerging scholars to appreciate the value of sustained achievements in research and the breadth of scholarship worthy of recognition. The Program is intended to recognize excellence in research and be inclusive of the scholarship that constitutes and enriches education research as an interdisciplinary field.”

NANCY BEADIE
University of Washington

RODNEY HOPSON
University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign

LAURA MARIE DESIMONE
University of Delaware

VALERIE KINLOCH
University of Pittsburgh

HENRY A. GIROUX
McMaster University

SARAH THEULE LUBIESKI
Indiana University

ROBERTA MICHNICK GOLINKOFF
University of Delaware

DAPHNA OYSERMAN
University of Southern California

JAMES HIEBERT
University of Delaware

THOMAS M. SMITH
University of California, Riverside